XPREZZON, from Spacelabs
Healthcare, combines a legacy
of proven performance with
the ultimate fusion of form
and function.
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SenSitive

XPReZZOn is the first patient monitor sensitive to a patient’s need for a
good night’s rest. it intuitively dims the display in low ambient light.
tRendy

A high-resolution screen displays crisp and visually rich Custom trends
which enable faster and better informed patient assessment. With
a single touch, clinicians can access different trend views based on
observation needs, type of procedure, or clinical protocols. trends can
be displayed continuously for real-time updates of critical patient
information. they can also be sized and arranged as preferred, providing
clinicians with their own uniquely customized views.
AnyWheRe

your patient’s information in the palm of your hand. Whether inside the
hospital or on the go, clinicians can stay connected with their patients.
Spacelabs’ innovative iCS XPReZZ™ provides the ultimate freedom and
confidence – access to patient information on a clinician’s mobile device.
enlightened

The ultimate expression
of performance and design.
introducing XPReZZOn™. the future of connecting clinicians with patient information starts here.
XPReZZOn provides easy access to patient data, creating an expansive “information gateway” at the point of
care for the clinician. the optional dual-display configuration, with Spacelabs dynamic network Access™ (dnA)
allows a dedicated full screen view of physiologic information plus a secondary screen for charting and other
clinical applications - eliminating the need for an additional computer at the bedside.

StyliSh

the sleek, frameless display integrates highly visible led alarm lights.
these illuminate in the front and rear, enhancing the clinician’s ability
to identify which monitor is alarming in the busy care environment.

A modern and innovative design provides an appealing and comfortable experience for both patients and their
families. the sleek, frameless display makes cleaning easier to minimize the risk of infection.

COnneCted

veRSAtile

ergonomic and versatile mounting solutions enhance the overall appearance of the care environment. various
solutions for both monitor and cable management ensure a more organized and efficient workflow at the bedside.

XPReZZOn reaches a new height of connectivity while protecting
customers’ investments in previous generations of Spacelabs patient
monitoring and information systems. Fully backward compatible,
XPReZZOn presents a seamless transition between platforms.

Shaping the future of patient monitoring

